COUNTRY: (U) ARGENTINA (AR).

SUMMARY:

1. (U) THE ARMY CHIEF OF STAFF, GENERAL MARTIN ANTONIO (BALZA) APPROVED THE FINAL ARMY PROMOTION LIST FOR PROMOTION TO FLAG RANK. THE LIST WILL NOW GO TO THE MINISTER OF DEFENSE FOR CONFIRMATION AND TO THE SENATE FOR APPROVAL.

2. (U) THE FOLLOWING COLONELS WERE SELECTED FOR PROMOTION--
A. (U) PACIFICO LUIS ((BRITOS)), ARTILLERY BRANCH, CURRENTLY ASSIGNED AS COMMANDER OF THE VI MOUNTAIN INFANTRY BRIGADE.
B. (U) SANTIAGO ANGEL ((MONTI)), ARTILLERY BRANCH, CURRENTLY ASSIGNED AS PRESIDENT OF THE ADMINISTRATION COMMISSION OF THE ARMY.
C. (U) ALEJANDRO DOMINGO ((CARULLO)), CAVALRY BRANCH, CURRENTLY ASSIGNED AS SUB-CHIEF PERSONNEL ON THE ARMY STAFF.
D. (U) EUSEBIO ((JURCZYZYN)), INFANTRY BRANCH, CURRENTLY ASSIGNED AS DIRECTOR OF THE NCO ACADEMY.
E. (U) JOSE LUIS ((UCEDA)), INFANTRY BRANCH.
F. (U) ANTONIO ANGEL ((VICARIO)), INFANTRY BRANCH, CURRENTLY ASSIGNED AS MILITARY ATTACHE IN SPAIN.
G. (U) RODOLFO LUIS ((CACERES)), ENGINEER BRANCH, CURRENTLY ASSIGNED AS DIRECTOR OF THE GENERAL LEMOS SCHOOL (NCO ACADEMY FOR COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT SKILLS).
H. (U) HUGO ((LOPEZ)) QUARtermaster BRANCH.
I. (U) ATILIO JOSE ((REDONDO)), QUARtermaster BRANCH.
J. (U) RAUL EUGENIO ((MARTIN)), MEDICAL CORPS, CURRENTLY ASSIGNED AS CHIEF OF THE CENTRAL MILITARY HOSPITAL.
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